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Understanding Evolution
Current books on evolutionary theory all seem to take for granted the fact that students
ﬁnd evolution easy to understand when, actually, from a psychological perspective, it is
a rather counter-intuitive idea. Evolutionary theory, like all scientiﬁc theories, is a
means to understanding the natural world.
Understanding Evolution is intended for undergraduate students in the life sciences,
biology teachers, or anyone wanting a basic introduction to evolutionary theory.
Covering core concepts and the structure of evolutionary explanations, it clariﬁes both
what evolution is about and why so many people ﬁnd it difﬁcult to grasp. The book
provides an introduction to the major concepts and conceptual obstacles to understanding evolution, including the development of Darwin’s theory, and a detailed presentation of the most important evolutionary concepts.
Bridging the gap between the concepts and conceptual obstacles, Understanding
Evolution presents evolutionary theory with a clarity and vision students will quickly
appreciate.
Kostas Kampourakis is a researcher at the University of Geneva, where he is presently
working on projects relevant to the teaching and the public understanding of genetics.
His main areas of interest are evolution and genetics education, as well as the teaching
of science concepts and nature of science in the context of the history and philosophy of
science.
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Evolutionary theory is the central theory of biology. It explains the unity of life by
documenting how extant and extinct species share a common ancestry. It also explains
the diversity of life by describing how species have evolved from ancestral ones through
natural processes. Charles Darwin laid the foundations for current evolutionary theory
in his book On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation
of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life (1859), where he argued for the common
ancestry of all life and proposed natural selection as the mechanism by which evolution
proceeds. Darwin brieﬂy described the process as “descent with modiﬁcation.”
This phrase still accurately describes the core of evolutionary theory. However, evolutionary biology has itself evolved since then, incorporating other disciplines such as
genetics, systematics, or paleontology during the Modern Synthesis of the 1940s
(Huxley, 1942), as well as others like developmental biology and genomics later in
the twentieth century (which is described as the Extended Synthesis; see Pigliucci and
Müller, 2010). Today scientists consider evolution to be a fact of life. An evolutionary
perspective is dominant in many of the most active ﬁelds of biological research, such
as genomics and evolutionary developmental biology, and also provides important
insights in medical, agricultural, and conservation studies and applications. All in all,
evolutionary theory is a powerful theory that organizes and provides coherence to our
understanding of life.
Yet evolutionary theory and the idea of biological evolution more generally have
been, and continue to be, enormously debated in the public sphere. Various polls taken
around the world have shown that there is a rather low public acceptance of evolution
(see, for example, Miller et al., 2006). This low acceptance of evolution is often related
to a high acceptance of Creationism in various forms (e.g., Intelligent Design [ID] is
often considered as the most recent version of Creationism grabbing public attention –
see Numbers, 2006, but also Numbers, 2011), and to the attempt to introduce an
alternative, religiously founded “explanation” for the origin of species in biology
courses (Branch and Scott, 2009). However, Creationism, in any form, does not exhibit
the necessary prerequisites for inclusion in the biology curriculum (Sober, 2007;
Audi, 2009; Brigandt, 2013). While Creationism is certainly an issue in the United
States (see Berkman and Plutzer, 2010; Coyne, 2012), it is by no means restricted
to there alone. It exists in the Muslim world, and it seems to be emerging in Europe
as well (Graebsch and Schiermeier, 2006; Hameed, 2008; Curry, 2009; Numbers,
2009a; Blancke et al., 2013). Interestingly enough, even literate citizens in countries
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like China and Japan seem to doubt that evolutionary theory can explain Earth’s
biodiversity (Cyranoski et al., 2010).
Research on undergraduate students’ (both those pursuing degrees in biology and
those pursuing degrees in other ﬁelds) understanding and acceptance of evolution
suggests that they also face similar problems. Students from various countries and
religious backgrounds often perceive a conﬂict between their worldviews and what
evolutionary theory suggests (e.g., Brem et al., 2003; Sinatra et al., 2003; Ingram and
Nelson, 2006; Deniz et al., 2008; Hokayem and Boujaoude, 2008; Athanasiou and
Papadopoulou, 2011; Winslow et al., 2011). This raises serious concerns, as it is
important that future scientists and other scholars acquire a clear understanding of what
evolution is. This is especially crucial for students who intend to undertake studies in
the life sciences, because evolution is its central unifying theory and, as Theodosius
Dobzhansky (1973) famously stated, without evolution biology is a pile of sundry facts
that make no meaningful picture as a whole. But it is also important that students in
other sciences such as physics and chemistry, or even the social sciences and the
humanities, also acquire a clear understanding of evolution. Scientiﬁc literacy is a
demand of our times, particularly since some research ﬁelds of biology, such as
genetics, genomics, stem cell biology, biotechnology, or conservation ecology, have
enormous implications for our lives. Therefore, it is important that all literate people
understand the central unifying theory of biology.

Rationale and aims
Many books on evolution have been published, written by evolutionary biologists,
philosophers, or historians of science. Some books present the history of evolutionary
thought (Larson, 2004; Bowler, 2009a; Ruse, 2009), analyze Darwin’s theory in detail
(Kohn, 1985a; Hodge and Radick, 2009a; Ruse and Richards, 2009, Ruse, 2013),
explain what evolution is (Gould, 2002; Mayr, 2002; Pigliucci and Kaplan, 2006; Ruse
and Travis, 2009), provide evidence for evolution (Prothero, 2007; Coyne, 2009;
Dawkins, 2009; Rogers, 2011), or explain why it is important for our life (Dupré,
2003; Mindell, 2007; Stamos, 2008; Ayala, 2010a; Vermeij, 2010). Other books explain
how evolution is related to religion (Ruse, 2001, 2010; Wilson, 2002; Ayala, 2007;
Kitcher, 2007; Miller, 2007), describe the history of the evolution–creation struggle
(Ruse, 2005; Numbers, 2006; Bowler, 2007), or explain why Creationism and ID
cannot be considered as alternatives to evolution (Eldredge, 2000; Pennock, 2000;
Pigliucci, 2002; Ayala, 2006; Sarkar, 2007; Avise, 2010). These are all valuable books,
and they present sound arguments and suggestive evidence that shows not only that
evolution is a fact of life, but also that evolutionary theory provides the best scientiﬁc
explanation (so far) for all biological phenomena. However, in most of these books it
seems to be taken for granted that it is simple for their readers to understand what
evolution is. Therefore, it seems to be assumed that all people need is books which
present arguments and evidence for evolution and/or against Creationism and ID.
This is what readers will ﬁnd in many of the excellent books sampled above. But if
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these books provide ample arguments for both purposes, why then do the public
debates about evolution persist? Why is it the case that many people reject evolution
or question its validity, despite the evidence for it and its enormous explanatory power
in contemporary biological research?
In my view, there is a gap in the existing literature on this topic. Evolution is a rather
counter-intuitive idea (from a psychological point of view), and it should not be taken
for granted that it is easy for all, or even most, people to understand it. In general,
resistance to scientiﬁc theories may be due to intuitions that generate preconceptions
about the natural world and often make scientiﬁc ﬁndings seem unnatural and counterintuitive. For example, children’s intuitions make it as difﬁcult for them to accept that
organisms may become adapted through natural, evolutionary processes, as it is to
accept that the Earth is a sphere. In many cases, these intuitions persist into adulthood
(Bloom and Weisberg, 2007). Moreover, it seems that preconceptions related to biology
(e.g., the basic living/non-living distinction) are never completely overwritten, despite
even a deep understanding of biological processes or expert scientiﬁc knowledge
(Goldberg and Thompson-Schill, 2009). Such preconceptions make evolutionary
concepts difﬁcult to understand. Furthermore, people may misinterpret the implications
of evolutionary theory for their lives, and they may also extend these to questions
beyond the realm of science. What is necessary is that people realize that evolutionary
theory, like all scientiﬁc theories, is a means to understand the natural world, and
nothing beyond that. It is also a theory which can be put to the test and not something
to which we should dogmatically subscribe.
I have written this book in an attempt to ﬁll this gap in the literature, while also trying
to present evolutionary theory in a comprehensible manner. To achieve this, I rely not
only on evolutionary biology, but also on conceptual development research and on
scholarship from both the history and the philosophy of biology. My main intention is to
clearly describe the core concepts of evolutionary theory and the features of evolutionary explanations. However, before attempting this, I am being explicit about the
obstacles that affect understanding of evolution, suggesting that the low percentage of
acceptance of evolution among students is in part due to a lack of the required
understanding. This book explains both what evolution is and why it is difﬁcult to
understand. Understanding evolution is neither simple, nor easy to achieve; it is a rather
counter-intuitive idea given human intuitions and how we tend to perceive the world
around us. Thus, I argue that whether people understand evolution or not is a major
issue and one that may have been overlooked in the debates surrounding evolution.
To the best of my knowledge only two edited books discussing conceptual issues
relevant to evolution in some detail have been published (Taylor and Ferrari, 2011;
Rosengren et al., 2012), but they are more technical and quite different from this one.
There is another reason for writing this book. Too much ink has been devoted to
writing books against ID/Creationism, which has attracted public attention through
court cases in the United States. This seems to be a major (political, not strictly
religious) issue which, in my view, has misleadingly attracted most attention and as a
result other important issues have been overlooked. An insightful research project by
Michael Berkman and Eric Plutzer shows why this is the case (see Berkman and Plutzer,
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2010, which is a must-read book for anyone interested in the teaching and the public
understanding of evolution; see also Berkman and Plutzer, 2011, 2012 for overviews).
They estimate that about 28% of US teachers are advocates of evolution and teach it in
an appropriate manner; they also estimate that 13% of US teachers somehow advocate
Creationism and ID by spending at least one hour of class time on it. Berkman and
Plutzer argue that attention should be paid to the 60% of teachers that they call
“the cautious 60%,” who do not belong to either group of advocates, who cautiously
(and reasonably in my view) want to avoid any kind of controversy and of whom 85%
accepts evolution. Berkman and Plutzer rightly argue that this “cautious 60%” may do
more in hindering scientiﬁc literacy than the 13% of explicit advocates of Creationism
or ID. An important ﬁnding in their survey is that teachers’ content knowledge can have
a “dramatic effect” on their views and consequently on their teaching practices, as
teachers belonging to the “cautious 60%” do not feel conﬁdent to teach evolution,
although they do accept it. This is a very important point and this is part of the rationale
for this book. Instead of trying to show that ID/Creationism is wrong, I have tried to
provide the majority of teachers anywhere in the world with a book that explains
the conceptual obstacles and the core concepts of evolutionary theory. This book
could be used in an undergraduate or a teacher preparation course on evolution, but
it could also be read by any biology teacher on his or her own.
I should note at this point that I do not overlook the cultural, religious, worldview,
and other issues implicated in the problem of the public acceptance of evolution. I am
aware that there are powerful social factors at work, especially among fundamentalist
religious believers, that may have nothing to do with conceptual issues. These people
usually associate evolutionary theory with a set of liberal values which they perceive as
a threat to their own conservative values. They also usually perceive evolutionary
theory as a threat to important social and moral issues – and militant modern atheists
like Richard Dawkins are in part responsible for this (see Chapter 2 and my Concluding
remarks on this). This notwithstanding, context seems to be important for how science
is conducted, what conclusions are made, and what its implications are perceived to be.
Thus, whether and why people perceive science in general, and evolutionary theory
in particular, as a threat to their religious beliefs depends largely on context; generalizations cannot be made. David Livingstone (2003) has argued about the signiﬁcance
of place for the conduct of science, referring to “geographies of scientiﬁc knowledge.”
How science and religion relate to one another also varies around the world (Brooke
and Numbers, 2010). However, many excellent treatments of the interplay between
science and cultural, social, religious, and worldview factors have already been
published. Thus, I have decided not to write much about these issues but to rather
focus on conceptual ones, which in my view have not been given the required attention
in the literature.
Let me now make clear where I come from and what the speciﬁc aims of this book
are. I have worked for 12 years as a secondary biology teacher. I have taught evolution
to secondary students (in a social context without any serious objection to evolutionary
theory, I must note) and I have also conducted research on pre-school, elementary,
and secondary students’ preconceptions that are relevant to evolutionary theory
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(Kampourakis and Zogza, 2007, 2008, 2009; Kampourakis et al., 2012a, 2012b). As a
result I am quite aware of students’ difﬁculties in understanding evolution. My main
aim with this book is to explain to undergraduate students in the life sciences, some of
whom may become biology teachers, why evolution is difﬁcult to understand, and the
minimum level of knowledge they should acquire. To achieve this, in this book I ﬁrst
discuss religious resistance to accepting and conceptual obstacles to understanding
evolution; I then present some central evolutionary concepts in the light of these
obstacles. Throughout the book I have tried to write in a comprehensible manner and
I have included several ﬁgures which will hopefully contribute to a better understanding
of the topics discussed. Reference is always made to articles in books and professional
journals from various ﬁelds: science, history of science, philosophy of science, and
cognitive psychology. In doing so, I am trying to fulﬁll a secondary aim of this book,
which is to serve as a guide to a further and more detailed reading. Bringing together
conclusions and insights from research in evolutionary biology, history and philosophy
of biology, biology education, and conceptual development, this book might also serve
as a guiding light to those wishing to learn more in some or all of these domains.
The interested reader will ﬁnd his or her way to additional literature of interest while
reading the chapters of this book.
Consequently, this book is intended primarily for students in the life sciences, either
at the undergraduate or graduate level. It provides an introduction to evolutionary theory
by presenting not only the core concepts, but also the major conceptual obstacles to
understanding evolution. The primary audience of this book also includes biology
teachers and educators, as the presentation of concepts and conceptual obstacles is
directly relevant to teaching about evolution. Students and teachers could read this book
on their own, but it could also be used as a textbook in an introductory evolution course.
The book will also be useful to curriculum developers, textbook authors, policy makers,
journalists, and anyone interested in evolution or involved in the teaching of evolution
and/or its public presentation. Finally, it will be of interest to historians and philosophers
of science, as well as cognitive scientists who might be interested in reading how their
disciplines can contribute to a proper understanding of science.
I hope the presentation of concepts that takes into account the respective conceptual
obstacles will be effective in promoting an appropriate understanding of evolution.
Since research suggests that adult resistance to science in general, and to evolutionary
biology in particular, may originate in childhood, the various conceptual obstacles are
addressed in this book by taking into account students’ intuitions, especially those
related to teleology and essentialism, which generate preconceptions that in turn make
evolutionary theory seem counter-intuitive. Readers of the book will realize which
obstacles make evolution difﬁcult to understand, as well as why they persist. Hopefully,
they will even be guided to overcome these obstacles themselves. Having understood
evolution, readers may then realize that science studies the natural world only. If a
supernatural realm exists, it cannot be studied by the rational tools of science. Science
does not deny the supernatural, but only acknowledges that it has nothing to say
about it. Most importantly, science in general and evolutionary theory in particular is
a useful tool in our quest to explore nature and understand life; we should not expect
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more than that. Consequently, this book is explicit not only about the content of
evolutionary science, but also about the nature of science in the wider sense: what
science is about, and what its aims are.

Overview of contents
The book consists of six chapters and is divided into two parts. The ﬁrst part includes
the ﬁrst four chapters which address wider issues relevant to understanding and
accepting evolution, such as the nature of evolutionary biology (Chapter 1), religious
worldviews and how they relate to evolutionary theory (Chapter 2), conceptual issues
and obstacles to understanding evolutionary theory (Chapter 3), and the development of
Darwin’s theory as a historical case study of conceptual change (Chapter 4). The second
part consists of two chapters that are more technical than the earlier ones and which
present the core concepts of evolutionary theory along with contemporary knowledge
about the evolution of life on Earth, focusing on common ancestry (Chapter 5) and
evolutionary change (Chapter 6). Each chapter can be read independently; however,
it will be useful for the reader to be aware of the discussion of the conceptual obstacles
and conceptual change before reading about concepts.
As students are the main target audience of this book, it includes suggestions for
further reading at the end of each chapter. Most major books on evolution published so
far are included and their contents are brieﬂy described. Students will thus have a guide
for exploring further the issues raised in this book. The book also includes a glossary.
Although all concepts will be deﬁned and/or explained in the main text, detailed
deﬁnitions are also included in the glossary. This can be a useful reference tool that,
although is intended to complement the text of the book, also stands on its own. Readers
will thus be able to read deﬁnitions of the most important evolutionary concepts, and
in the main text of the book they will also ﬁnd references to articles and books that
provide further analyses of these. In what follows, I outline the contents of each chapter.
In Chapter 1 I explain how evolutionary biologists work in order to obtain data
and what conclusions they can make from it. I then go on to elucidate which questions
are answered by evolutionary biology, and how it provides understanding of the world
around us, focusing on domestication and infectious disease as examples. Particular
cases are described in detail, such as the diversity of dog breeds and the AIDS epidemic,
and I argue that evolutionary theory provides a sound explanation for what we observe.
This introductory chapter outlines the main features of evolutionary processes and
shows that the same basic propositions and models can be used to explain a
variety of phenomena. The cases described in this chapter are just some representative
ones, discussed for illustrative purposes. The logic of evolutionary theory applies to a
lot more.
In Chapter 2 I focus on the relationship between evolutionary theory and religion, in
an attempt to explain why many people reject evolution. First, I show that human
intuitions about design may not stem from religious beliefs, but rather from our
understanding of artifacts. People may think of God as the Creator of our world not
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(only) because they are religious, but due to their intuitions that make them think of the
world as an artifact that consequently demands an artiﬁcer. I suggest that people may
consider evolution incompatible with their beliefs and worldviews not only because
they mistakenly perceive the world as an artifact, but also because they inappropriately
extend the applications of evolutionary theory to domains beyond the realm of science.
To illustrate how even scientists may do this, the views of three evolutionary biologists –
Richard Dawkins, Stephen Jay Gould, and Simon Conway Morris – are compared.
An atheist, an agnostic, and a religious person, respectively, make conclusions about the
implications of evolutionary theory which are inﬂuenced by their worldviews and
beliefs. I conclude that in order to seek answers to “big questions” it is necessary to
distinguish between what one knows and what one believes. I suggest that making this
distinction clear and achieving conceptual understanding of evolutionary theory are
prerequisites for accepting it.
In Chapter 3 I focus on obstacles related to understanding evolution. Having already
argued in the previous chapter that the conﬂict with religious views is only part of the
problem and that the real problem may be that people intuitively think of the world as an
artifact, I focus on conceptual change in evolution. After explaining what conceptual
change in science consists of, I discuss in detail two major conceptual obstacles relevant
to evolution – namely, design teleology and psychological essentialism. I analyze these
from philosophical and psychological perspectives in order to explain why people tend
to think intuitively about the world in teleological and essentialist terms and why
thinking this way can make the idea of evolution seem counter-intuitive. I argue that
conceptual change in evolution can only take place if these obstacles are properly
addressed. To make my case, organisms are compared to non-living natural objects
and artifacts, and I explain how organisms differ from artifacts and why organisms
therefore require different kinds of explanations than artifacts. Artifacts are objects
intelligently designed for some purpose; consequently they have ﬁxed essential properties (as a result of their being designed) and they may be said to exist for some purpose
(because this is what they were intentionally created for). This is not the case for
organisms. If organisms have essences, these are not ﬁxed; if organisms seem to have
purposes, these are evolved, natural ones. I conclude that thinking in essentialist and
teleological terms for organisms as if they were artifacts is a major issue that may
impact understanding of evolutionary theory. Understanding the differences is crucial
for overcoming the obstacles and consequently for understanding evolution.
In Chapter 4 I describe the development of Darwin’s theory and I also provide an
overview of what he actually wrote in the Origin. The chapter starts with the context in
which Darwin’s theory was developed, taking into account the theories and debates
before the Origin. By the time the Origin was published in 1859, Darwin himself had
undergone a conceptual change from his initial views in the 1830s and had developed
his theory as an alternative to the views of his times, providing a new explanation for
both the common features and the distinctive adaptations of organisms. The important
point here is that it took Darwin himself a signiﬁcant amount of time to develop his
theory and to overcome his own initial views. Then the conceptual foundations of the
Origin are presented, focusing on the inﬂuences on Darwin’s central arguments
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(transmutation, common descent, and natural selection). What I also emphasize is that,
religious reaction notwithstanding, there were important scientiﬁc criticisms of
Darwin’s theory which were well grounded, and that Darwin was well aware of them
and had even sincerely admitted some of them in the Origin. These criticisms came both
from Darwin’s supporters such as Huxley, as well from less sympathetic critics such as
Owen and Wilberforce. Consequently, there was more in the reaction to the Origin than
just religious sentiment, and this chapter also aims to show that disagreement on
scientiﬁc grounds is possible despite personal views.
In Chapters 5 and 6 I provide a philosophical analysis of some core concepts of
contemporary evolutionary theory. Chapter 5 focuses on common ancestry. First,
I provide an overview of the evidence that supports the common ancestry of life on
Earth, describing what the evolutionary network of life is. I also describe the important
insights that the study of microbial life brings to our understanding of evolution in
particular, and of life more generally. However, since the main problem with understanding evolution is how complex, multicellular organisms have evolved, I turn my
attention to vertebrates (the group which includes humans) to show how evolutionary
theory can account for the similar characters we ﬁnd in organisms. These similarities are
either homologies due to common descent or homoplasies due to convergence. There
seems to be a continuum of phenomena from homology to homoplasy, and it seems that
the study of how characters develop is crucial. This is why I then turn to evolutionary
developmental biology, which provides novel insights to the evolution of life on Earth
by showing how apparently large morphological transitions may not be so difﬁcult
to achieve due to shared underlying molecular networks and mechanisms. Thus,
similarities between different organisms may be deeper than was previously thought.
Having described what we know about the common ancestry of all life on Earth, in
Chapter 6 I describe the processes of evolutionary change. Adaptations, features or
properties that facilitate the survival and reproduction of their possessors in a given
environment, are outcomes of natural selection. I describe the various deﬁnitions of
adaptation and the various perceptions of the process of natural selection. I also argue
that stochastic processes have an important role in evolution. There is an important
component of unpredictability in evolution, which makes it inherently purposeless.
History matters, and one problem we have is how to understand macroevolutionary
phenomena, such as speciation and extinction. Epistemic access to the past is difﬁcult to
achieve, and so in large part evolutionary explanations have a historical dimension.
I conclude that the crucial element for historical explanations is antecedent conditions;
particular conditions may have a causal inﬂuence on natural processes and turn
evolution to one or the other direction.
In my Concluding remarks I describe the virtues of evolutionary theory, and I argue
that it cannot, and should not, be used to answer all kinds of questions. My ﬁnal
suggestion is that one should try to understand evolutionary theory without worrying
about its religious, metaphysical, or other implications. Having achieved this, one could
then decide what these implications are. I believe that evolutionary theory has such
implications, but these depend on one’s worldview; and this is why there is a variety of
reactions to the theory, from dogmatic acceptance of it as a form of secular religion to
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outright rejection as a form of atheistic dogma. I believe that evolutionary theory shows
that life has no inherent purpose, but at the same time it has nothing to say about
whether one can ﬁnd purpose or meaning in life. In contrast, I take evolutionary theory
to suggest that each of us can ﬁnd his or her own meaning and purpose in life. Actually,
that humans are able to do this seems to me to be a triumph of evolution; believing that
I have achieved this myself makes it a joy. This is, in my view, what an understanding of
evolutionary theory can offer: liberate one from fatalistic notions and let one understand
the world around us and then ﬁnd meaning in life through religion, philosophy, art, or
any other means one wants.
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